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JOBS IN CONSTRUCTION: INDIANA OPPORTUNITIES
In this article, we shall tell you what’s hot in Indiana construction work and how to get hold of these jobs. But first let us know a bit more about this state.

The State

Between the time period 2004 and 2014, it has been estimated that there would be around 302,600 jobs in the state. Out of this growth, construction and
extraction work is supposed to make up around 12%. There has been a sudden flurry of development work in this state which is expected to believe in this
growth. For starters, Honda has decided to open up a center in Greensburg. This will be one of a kind center with all the modern facilities. 

Toyota is expected to start building automobiles at Subaru in Lafayette. For this a new factory is going to be built soon. Then there is the prospect of a Nestle
plant at Anderson and American Commercial Lines at Jeffersonville. These industries will lead to a lot of direct and indirect jobs for construction in the state.

If you are a newbie and want to start your career in construction, you can well start it by being a construction worker for any of these new sites. 

If on the other hand, you have some experience and want something a little better, then perhaps you could sign up with the Major Moves Initiative. This
initiative is expected a lot of jobs on construction that require high skill and expertise. The growth in extraction and construction will outrun the overall
average of the state. 

Jobs

Construction work in Indiana has increased lately. You can work as a Project Manager or Superintendent in construction companies at Indianapolis. This
place has a lot of companies which are also on the lookout for smart and intelligent Project Coordinators. Crown Point is another favorite place for Indiana
construction jobs. 

Do you have experience? Do you have a specialization? Well then you can work as an estimator or water technician in this place. Another job of construction
in Indiana which has become very popular recently is roofing. Lafayette has a lot of companies which are in the search for roofers and other specialty trade
experts.

If you are a service technician, then you should opt for Indianapolis as this is one of the largest cities in Indiana and one of the favorite sites for construction
work in the state. This is the place which also has a high demand for machine operators and experienced construction workers throughout the year. 

This is unlike any other state where the construction work is mostly seasonal. Muncie is a good place to look out for jobs in fabrication supervision.
Greenwood and Carmel have a high demand of truck drivers for transport of construction materials. If you have no degree in construction, you can well
begin as a truck driver in this field. 

Construction in Indiana is stipulated to rise more so make sure you have a job in this field.

 


